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Oct 21, 2008 Don't restart the computer while the torrent is running. If the uTorrent process crashes, a
crash dump can be saved by having it crash while you're on that computer. . see also Lists of software
problems References Category:Utilities for Windows Category:Utilities for Windows Category:Windows
security software Category:Windows-only software Category:Utilities for Windows1. Field of the
Invention The present invention relates to a marine seismic source and particularly to a marine seismic
source and system that are adapted to facilitate the launching of a marine seismic streamer. More
particularly, the present invention relates to a marine seismic source and system that are operable to
launch a marine seismic streamer with a relatively straight longitudinal axis. 2. Description of Related Art
To perform a marine seismic survey, an array of seismic sources are towed in a body of water. The
seismic sources are typically air guns or water guns. The seismic sources are typically towed by a vessel,
such as a tow boat. The seismic sources are typically linked together in a string or cable which, as the
vessel tows the array of seismic sources, is lowered into the water on the vessel deck. As the cable
containing the seismic sources is lowered, the cable is usually formed into a coil with the help of a winch.
In addition, the cable is typically wrapped around the winch drum. Once the array is lowered to the
desired depth and configuration, acoustic signals are generated by the seismic sources in the array. The
acoustic signals are partially reflected back to the surface by the sub-surface layers of the water into
which the signals are generated. The reflected acoustic signals are detected by an array of seismic
receivers such as hydrophones towed by the vessel or streamer cable. The receivers are typically
connected in parallel to form a channel. The receivers convert the acoustic signals into electrical signals.
The electrical signals are transmitted to the vessel where the signals are recorded and subsequently
analyzed to form an image of the sub-surface layers. The tow path is typically defined between the
streamer and the vessel. The vessel tow path is usually set to provide the best balance of coverage and
acquisition rate. The tow path is usually set to provide the best line of sight to the hydrophones. The tow
path is usually set to place the hydrophones at the desired depths and configuration. To change the tow
path, the vessel typically must be turned around. This adds significant towing time to each tow
Jun 23, 2009 Try uninstalling UTorrent and reinstall it (just deleting the whole folder). Solution: Dec 21,
2008 Also, have you tried disabling UTorrent's Real-Time Protection (RTP)? Sometimes it causes some
incompatibilities with antivirus products. 2d92ce491b
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